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Abstract 

Synthetic DNA motifs form the basis of nucleic acid nanotechnology, and their biochemical and 

biophysical properties determine their applications. Here, we present a detailed characterization of 

switchback DNA, a globally left-handed structure composed of two parallel DNA strands. Compared to a 

conventional duplex, switchback DNA shows lower thermodynamic stability and requires higher 

magnesium concentration for assembly, but exhibits a higher biostability against some nucleases. Strand 

competition and strand displacement experiments show that component sequences have an absolute 

preference for duplex complements instead of their switchback partners. Further, we hypothesize a 

potential role for switchback DNA as an alternate structure for short-tandem repeats involved in repeat-

expansion diseases. Together with small molecule binding experiments and cell studies, our results open 

new avenues for synthetic DNA motifs in biology and nanotechnology. 
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Molecular self-assembly using DNA allows the intricate design of nanostructures with custom shapes and 

sizes, programmable features and site-specific functionalization.1 DNA motifs such as the double crossover 

(DX),2 triple crossover (TX),3 paranemic crossover (PX),4 and multi-arm DNA stars5,6 are structural units used 

to produce various finite7–9 and extended assemblies.5,10,11 Characterization of DNA motifs and 

understanding their properties has contributed to the development of design principles and expansion of 

the DNA nanotechnology toolset to create nanometer- to micrometer-scale static structures12,13 and 

dynamic devices.14,15 To integrate a DNA motif as a structural unit in DNA nanostructures, several factors 

are considered: geometric parameters of the motif, thermal stability, structural robustness, polarity of the 

strands and the helical handedness. Chemical functionalization and design-based strategies yield 

nanostructures that are thermally stable16 and nuclease-resistant.17 Identical terminal polarities in a double 

helical context are typically achieved through specific sequence choices, DNA analogs or pH control to 

form parallel stranded DNA18,19 and by the incorporation of 3¢-3¢ or 5¢-5¢ linkages that leaves two 5¢ ends or 

3¢ ends on the DNA motifs respectively.20 To introduce left-handed helices, Z-DNA forming sequences21 or 

L-DNA component strands22 are typically incorporated into component DNA strands. Detailed study of 

underlying DNA structures and new DNA motifs informs on the rational design of functional characteristics 

in self-assembled nanostructures.  

 

In this work, we present a detailed characterization and hypothesize a potential biological relevance of a 

DNA motif called the switchback DNA, first suggested by Seeman4 and later reported as an artificial left-

handed structure by Mao.23 Although the motif and its self-assembly into a lattice was recently reported,24 

the biochemical and biophysical properties of this molecule is unknown. The impact of its unusual left-

handed topology and parallel strand orientation on the physico-chemical properties of the motif is of 

potential interest in DNA nanotechnology and nucleic acid structure in general. Here, we compared 

switchback DNA with a conventional B-form duplex using biochemical and biophysical techniques. We 

analyzed small molecule binding in the two structures, aided by molecular docking and studied the 

relative biostability of switchback DNA against five different nucleases. Moreover, we hypothesize that 

switchback DNA has the propensity to form as a biologically relevant alternate DNA structure within short 

tandem repeats that are involved in several repeat-expansion diseases. Our study provides a deeper 

understanding of the properties of switchback DNA, its potential role in biology and prospects in DNA 

nanotechnology.   

 

Assembly and characterization of switchback DNA 

The switchback DNA motif is assembled from two DNA strands and contains a series of B-DNA half-turns 

aligned laterally (Fig. 1a).23,24 The structure shown in Fig. 1a contains two half-turns, where the helical axis 

of the half-turn domains is perpendicular to the axis of the full structure. Each half-turn domain consists of 

six base pairs, with the gray and red strands in Fig. 1a being complementary in the switchback sense. We 
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use the term “switchback complement” for a strand that can form a switchback structure with another 

strand, and the term “duplex complement” for a strand that forms a conventional B-form duplex (eg: gray 

and blue strands in Fig. 1a). The switching back of the backbone after each half-turn results in a structure 

that is a globally left-handed helix with the two strands arranged parallel to each other, but the underlying 

half-turns are typical right-handed B-DNA with antiparallel strand orientations. 

 

To study the properties of switchback DNA, we first used a homodimeric sequence (strand A) that can pair 

with itself to form the switchback structure (Fig. 1b, Fig. S1 and Table S1). The strands contain a thymine 

on the termini to prevent aggregation.23 To compare switchback DNA with its canonical duplex DNA 

counterpart (referred to as “conventional duplex” hereafter), we designed a duplex complement (strand B). 

We assembled the structures and validated self-assembly using non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE) (Fig. 1b). Since the switchback DNA (Fig. 1b, lane 4) migrated similar to the 

conventional duplex (Fig. 1b, lane 5), we designed a longer duplex complement by adding two Ts at the 

5¢ and 3¢ ends, causing the duplex to migrate slower than the homodimeric switchback DNA (Fig. 1b, lane 

6 and Fig. S2-S3). This result confirms that we obtained a conventional duplex with the duplex 

complement (with no remaining switchback structure). It is to be noted that the complement to the 

switchback sequence can form a homodimeric switchback structure on its own due to the sequence 

design (Fig. S1). We then constructed a heterodimeric switchback DNA from two unique strands and its 

corresponding duplex and validated assembly using non-denaturing PAGE (Fig. 1c and Fig. S1, S4-S5).  

 

We then characterized the switchback DNA and the corresponding duplexes using circular dichroism (CD) 

spectroscopy and UV melting. The CD signature of switchback DNA was similar to that of its conventional 

duplex, with a positive band at 270 nm and a negative band at 250 nm, confirming that the half-turns in 

the switchback DNA resemble a typical B-DNA structure despite the overall left-handed nature of the 

switchback structure (Fig. S6). Thermal melting analysis showed that both the homodimeric and 

heterodimeric switchback structures had lower melting temperatures (Tm) compared to their duplex 

counterparts (Fig. 1d and Fig. S7), with the switchback DNA requiring at least 10 mM Mg2+ to be stable 

(Fig. 1e). In switchback DNA, the juxtaposition of the half-turns probably necessitates the presence of 

divalent ions to screen the negative charges on the backbone, similar to multi-crossover structures 

arranged in bundles or square lattices that also require similar Mg2+ concentrations to remain stable.25,26  
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Fig. 1. Assembly and characterization of switchback DNA. (a) Schematic and model of conventional duplex and 
switchback DNA. Arrows denote 3¢ ends of DNA strands. (b) Non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(PAGE) analysis of homodimer switchback DNA. (c)  Non-denaturing PAGE analysis heterodimer switchback DNA. (d) 
UV-thermal melting temperatures (Tm) of conventional duplex and switchback DNA. (e) Melting temperature of 
heterodimer switchback DNA at different Mg2+ concentrations. (f ) Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) thermograms 
of conventional duplex and heterodimer switchback DNA. (g) Thermodynamic parameters of conventional duplex 
and switchback DNA. (h) Scheme of switchback DNA and conventional duplex with 1 or 2 mismatches. (i) PAGE 
analysis of structures with mismatches. (j-k) Melting temperatures and difference in melting temperature compared 
to perfectly matched sequences for conventional duplexes and switchback DNA. Data represent mean and error 
propagated from standard deviations of experiments performed in triplicates. 
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Thermodynamics of switchback DNA formation 

We studied the thermodynamics of switchback DNA and conventional duplex formation using isothermal 

titration calorimetry (ITC) by comparing the hybridization of the two component strands in each structure 

(Fig. 1f). We measured a ΔG of −12.23 kcal/mol for the conventional duplex (with a Kd of 1.3 nM), showing 

that this structure was thermodynamically more stable than its switchback counterpart with a ΔG of −10.26 

kcal/mol and a Kd of 30.7 nM (Fig. 1g). A comparison of the ΔH of the two structures (−83.33 kcal/mol for 

regular duplex and −67.61 kcal/mol for switchback) revealed that although the number of base pairs is the 

same for the two structures, the enthalpy that contributes to the stabilization of the structure is relatively 

less for switchback DNA (Table S2). Our results show that the entropic penalty for forming the duplex is 

higher than that for forming the switchback, which suggests that there are degrees of freedom in the 

switchback that don’t exist in the duplex. These differences are possibly due to the disruption in the 

continuous base pairing and the elimination of a base stack in the middle.  

 

Mismatch tolerance 

We then investigated the contribution of the half-turn domains to the overall stability of switchback DNA 

by introducing mismatches in the component DNA sequences. A previous study tested the stability of such 

structures, but using homodimer complexes, which restricted the analysis to pairs of mismatches.23 Here, 

we evaluated how the number (one or two mismatches) and the location of mismatches (one or both half-

turn domains) affect the stability of the structure. To test this, we designed three variations of the 

heterodimeric switchback DNA: (1) a single mismatch in one domain (1mm), (2) two adjacent mismatches 

in one domain (2mm-adj) and (3) two mismatches spread out between the two domains of switchback 

DNA (one mismatch per domain) (2mm-sep) (Fig. 1h and Fig. S8). For each of these cases, we also designed 

duplex complements to form conventional duplexes with one or two mismatches. Non-denaturing PAGE 

analysis showed that the conventional duplex was not affected by the presence of one or two mismatches, 

as indicated by the appearance of the band similar to the control structure without any mismatches (Fig. 

1i, lanes 2-5). For the switchback structure, presence of one mismatch did not affect the assembly. 

However, the formation of the switchback DNA was affected when two mismatches were introduced (Fig. 

1i, lanes 6-9), more so when the two mismatches were adjacent to each other, indicating that both half-

turn domains need to be stable to hold the full structure intact. We then measured the impact of the 

mismatches on the thermal stability of the structures (Fig. 1j). As seen with the PAGE experiment, UV 

melting studies also showed that the introduction of one mismatch is tolerated in a switchback structure 

but when two mismatches were introduced the position of the mismatch determined the stability of the 

structure (Fig. 1k and Table S3). 
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Structural preference between switchback DNA vs conventional duplex 

Next, we investigated the preference of a DNA sequence to form switchback DNA or conventional duplex 

when presented with a switchback complement or a duplex complement. We used a longer duplex 

complement for these experiments to distinguish the conventional duplex from switchback DNA on non-

denaturing gels. First, we studied competition between the switchback complement and the duplex 

complement by annealing the homodimeric switchback sequence (strand A) and its duplex complement 

(strand B) in different molar ratios (Fig. 2a and Fig. S9). In the absence of the duplex complement, a 

homodimer switchback DNA is formed. As the ratio of the duplex complement is increased, the band 

corresponding to the conventional duplex increases and attains maximum yield at a molar ratio of 1:1, 

showing that a switchback sequence prefers to form a conventional duplex in the presence of the duplex 

complement. Due to sequence design of switchback structures, the duplex complement can form a 

homodimeric switchback structure of its own, as observed with higher ratios (i.e. excess) of strand B. 

Normalized assembly yields showed that the strands exhibit an absolute preference for duplex (complex 

AB) rather than switchback DNA (complexes AA or BB), matching the expected values for maximum duplex 

formation at different strand ratios. We then performed a similar experiment for the heterodimeric 

switchback sequence (strand X) in the presence of both its switchback complement (strand Y) and duplex 

complement (strand Z) (Fig. 2b and Fig. S10). Again, at a ratio of 1:1:1, where 1 molar equivalent of both 

the switchback and duplex complements (Y and Z) were available for X, nearly all of X paired with Z to form 

a conventional duplex (complex XZ). 

 

Since these observations show an absolute preference for the duplex over switchback DNA when the two 

competing strands are present during assembly, we then tested if the duplex complement could displace 

its counterpart in pre-assembled switchback DNA and convert it into a conventional duplex. We assembled 

homodimeric switchback DNA (complex AA) and added increasing concentrations of the duplex 

complement (strand B). As the concentration of the duplex complement increased, there was a 

concomitant increase in the amount of duplex present in the solution while the amount of switchback 

DNA decreased (Fig. 2c and Fig. S11). Nearly all the complexes in the solution were conventional duplexes 

when the duplex complement was present in 1.25 molar equivalents. Excess of the duplex complement 

forms a switchback complex of its own (complex BB). We observed similar results with the heterodimer 

switchback DNA (complex XY), with more switchback complexes converted into conventional duplexes 

with an increase in the concentration of the duplex complement (strand Z) (Fig. 2d and Fig. S12). Our 

results show that component strands have a preference towards conventional duplexes even in the 

presence of a switchback complement, both during and post-assembly.  
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Fig. 2. Structural preference between conventional duplex and switchback DNA. (a) Assembly of homodimer 
switchback formed by strand A in the presence of its duplex complement B. Non-denaturing PAGE shows the 
formation of the homodimer switchback in the absence of its complement and increase in duplex population as the 
ratio of the complement in the solution increases. Excess strand B forms a homodimer switchback of its own. 
Quantified result of the gel bands shows decrease of switchback and increase in duplex, reaches a maximum yield at 
5:5 ratio when the strands are in equal quantities. (b) Assembly of homodimer switchback formed by strands X and Y 
in the presence of its duplex complement Z. (c) Addition of duplex complement (strand B) to a pre-assembled 
homodimer switchback (complex A) causes displacement of one of the strands in the switchback, resulting in duplex 
formation. (d) Addition of duplex complement (strand Z) to a pre-assembled heterodimer switchback (complex XY) 
causes displacement of strand Y in the switchback, resulting in duplex formation (complex XZ). Data represent mean 
and error propagated from standard deviations of experiments performed in triplicates. 
 

 

Small molecule binding to switchback DNA 

Study of small molecule binding to synthetic DNA motifs and nanostructures plays a major role in the 

design of DNA nanostructure-based drug delivery vehicles. In that context, we analyzed the binding of 

two classes of small molecules (intercalators and groove binders) to switchback DNA and conventional 

duplex. As representative intercalators, we used ethidium bromide (EBr) and GelRed, and as representative 

groove binders, we used Hoechst 33258 (H33258) and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). These small 
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molecules are known to exhibit enhanced fluorescence when bound to DNA.27–29 We incubated the 

homodimeric switchback DNA and its corresponding conventional duplex with different concentrations 

of each small molecule and measured the fluorescence signal at their characteristic emission wavelengths 

(Fig. S13). We observed that the fluorescence of small molecules upon binding to the conventional duplex 

was about ~1.5–2 times higher than those bound to switchback DNA in the concentration ranges we 

tested (Fig. 3a-b and Fig. S14). The observed difference in fluorescence enhancement is probably a 

consequence of fewer number of base stacks and interrupted grooves in switchback DNA compared to the 

regular duplex.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Binding of small molecules to switchback DNA. (a-b) Fluorescence intensities of switchback DNA and 
conventional duplexes with different concentrations of EBr and Hoechst 33258, respectively. Data represent mean 
and error propagated from standard deviations of experiments performed in triplicates. (c-d) Molecular docking 
analysis of conventional duplex and switchback DNA with EBr and H33258, respectively. For EBr, two representative 
EBr bound intercalation sites are shown. For H33258, the bound molecules for the top two binding modes are shown. 
 

 

We then performed molecular docking to obtain snapshots of how known intercalators and groove 

binders interact with switchback DNA compared to the conventional duplex. For the intercalator, we 

observed that the binding mode of EBr to the switchback DNA is similar to that of the duplex DNA. Each 

half-turn domain of the switchback can accommodate intercalators the same way as a duplex, without 

significant disruption of the structure (Fig. 3c). For the groove binder, we observed that the first two 
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binding sites with highest docking scores occurred in each half-turn domain of the switchback DNA (Fig. 

3d). Further analysis showed that H33258 molecules prefer to bind to minor grooves but may also bind to 

major grooves if the minor grooves are already occupied. The continuous stretch of DNA in the duplex 

allows for more than one H33258 in the minor and major groove, while the switchback DNA with its two 

stacked half-turns is unable to accommodate more than one H33258 in either groove (Fig. S15). 

 

 

Biostability of switchback DNA 

One of the important parameters for use of DNA nanostructures in biological applications is their ability to 

withstand degradation by nucleases.30 Here, we compared the biostability of switchback DNA and 

conventional duplexes by testing them against a variety of nucleases (Fig. 4a). First, we incubated both 

the structures with different amounts of DNase I, a commonly used endonuclease, at 37 °C for 1 hour and 

analyzed the nuclease treated samples using a gel-based method we established before.31 While both 

structures degraded with higher amounts of DNase I, the switchback DNA showed lower degradation 

compared to conventional duplexes (Fig. 4b and Fig. S16). Kinetics of nuclease degradation showed that 

the switchback structure degraded more slowly compared to the conventional duplex when treated with 

DNase I (Fig. 4c and Fig. S17). 

 

We then expanded our analysis to other nucleases. We incubated the switchback DNA and conventional 

duplex with different concentrations of T5 exonuclease (T5 exo), exonuclease III (Exo III), exonuclease V 

(Exo V), exonuclease VIII (Exo VIII) and micrococcal nuclease under the optimal conditions for each enzyme 

(Fig. 4a-b and Fig. S16). We then analyzed the degradation kinetics against these nucleases at one enzyme 

concentration (Fig. 4c and Fig. S17). Nucleases are known to have different activities, mechanisms, 

substrates, and polarities of digestion when acting on double stranded DNA. Similarly, we observed that 

different nucleases had varying activity levels on switchback DNA (Fig. 4d). In a 1 h assay, DNase I, 

micrococcal exonuclease and Exo V almost fully digested the switchback DNA with ∼1 unit enzyme while 

it required ~2 units of T5 exonuclease and >10 units of Exo VIII to fully digest switchback DNA. The relative 

biostability of switchback DNA compared to the conventional duplex also differed for these enzymes. In 

DNase I and T5 Exo, the switchback DNA showed higher biostability compared to duplex whereas against 

Exo III, Exo VIII and micrococcal nuclease, the duplex showed higher biostability (representative data at 8 

min time point is shown in Fig. 4e). Our results show that nuclease activity on DNA motifs can be structure 

dependent, with different enzymes having varying effects on DNA structures. 
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Fig. 4. Biostability of switchback DNA. (a) Known activity on duplexes of nucleases used in this study. (b) 
Degradation trends of switchback DNA and conventional duplex with different concentrations of each nuclease. (c) 
Timed analysis of switchback DNA and conventional duplex with different nucleases (DNase I: 0.75 U, T5 Exo: 1 U, Exo 
V: 0.5 U, Exo VIII: 10 U, micrococcal nuclease: 0.25 U). (d) Activity of different nucleases on switchback DNA. (e) 
Comparison of relative intact fractions of switchback DNA and conventional duplex at the 8 min time point from data 
shown in (c). Data represent mean and error propagated from standard deviations of experiments performed in 
triplicates. 
 

 

Biological significance of switchback DNA 

With future biological applications in mind, we tested the cell viability and immune response for 

switchback DNA using HeLa cells as a model cell line. We observed only a marginal reduction in cell viability 

after 48 hours (MTT assay) for the switchback DNA compared to the duplex, showing that the switchback 

DNA structure is not harmful to the cells (Fig. 5a). Brightfield microscopy images of the cells confirmed 

that switchback DNA did not interfere with cell growth when compared to cells incubated with phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS), 1´ TAE-Mg2+ or untreated cells (Fig. 5b and Fig. S18). To examine the immune 
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response, we incubated HeLa cells with different concentrations of switchback DNA and duplex for 24 

hours, isolated cellular RNA and performed RT-qPCR for three candidate markers of immune response (CXC 

motif chemokine ligand 8 (CXCL-8), chemokine (C-C motif ) ligand 5 (CCL5) and interferon induced protein 

with tetratricopeptide repeats 1 (IFIT1). For comparison, we used 1´ TAE-Mg2+ buffer as negative control 

and polyIC RNA, a synthetic stimulant known to induce immune response, as a positive control (Fig. S18). 

We observed that the expression level of CXCL-8 was significantly lower (3- to 7-fold lower) when treated 

with switchback DNA than when treated with duplex across the concentration range of 100-1000 nM of 

DNA (Fig. 5c). We did not observe substantial differences in the levels of the other two markers between 

switchback DNA and duplex (Fig. 5c), whereas polyIC treatment induced CCL5 expression (Fig. S18). 

Overall, our results show that switchback DNA induced lower expression of immune response markers 

compared to duplex DNA or polyIC in HeLa cells for the markers tested here. These findings suggest that 

switchback DNA could potentially be a low-immunogenic alternative to duplex-based nanostructures for 

biological applications.  
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Fig. 5. Biological studies. (a) Viability of cells treated with switchback DNA and conventional duplex at different DNA 
concentrations. Data is normalized to viability of cells treated with 1´ TAE-Mg2+ (gray line). (b) Brightfield microscopy 
images of cells treated with different concentrations of switchback DNA and conventional duplex. (c) RT-qPCR 
analysis of immune response markers in cells. Data represent mean and standard deviation from three biological 
replicates. Unpaired two-tailed t-test was used to compare switchback DNA and duplex DNA treatments to controls, 
ns – not significant, *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001, ****P< 0.0001. (d) A pair of repeat sequences that can form a conventional 
duplex or switchback DNA. (e) Simulated structures of repeat sequences forming switchback DNA or conventional 
duplex. (f ) Root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the duplex and switchback as a function of time. (g) Root mean 
square fluctuations (RMSF) of residues in the duplex and switchback. Error bars show the standard deviation from 
three replicates. 
 

 

We next considered the biological significance of sequences that can form switchback DNA and 

hypothesize that switchback DNA could be a potential alternate structure for sequences involved in repeat 

expansion diseases. Expansion of short tandem repeats (stretches of 2-12bplong repeating tracts of DNA) 

found in both coding and noncoding regions of the genome causes over 50 neurological, neuromuscular 

and neurodegenerative diseases.32 Many of these repeat sequences have been shown to form non-

canonical DNA structures such as hairpins [e.g. spinocerebellar ataxia type 2, CAGn],33 G-quadruplexes [e.g. 

C9orf72 amyotrophic lateral sclerosis-frontotemporal dementia, (GGGGCC)•(GGCCCC)],34 triplexes [e.g. 

Friedreich’s ataxia, (GAA•TTC)],35 Z-DNA [e.g. myotonic dystrophy type 2, CCTG•CAGG]36 and slipped DNA 

junctions [e.g. myotonic dystrophy type 1, (CTG)•(CAG) and fragile X syndrome (CGG)•(CCG)].37 These 

alternate structures can influence DNA repeat instability, transcription, translation, and protein binding.38 

We screened various sequences involved in repeat expansion diseases and observed that in some cases, a 

given sequence could have the same switchback complement and duplex complement (Fig. S19). That is, 

a pair of sense and antisense strands containing tandem repeat sequences could form either the 

switchback DNA or a conventional duplex (Fig. 5d). 

 

To study the relevance of switchback DNA in tandem repeat sequences, we chose the trinucleotide repeat 

(CAG)4 and its complement (CTG)4 associated with Huntington disease, various spinocerebellar ataxias, 

myotonic dystrophy type 1, and Fuchs endothelial corneal dystrophy.39 We performed molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations to study the conformational dynamics of the two structures formed by these same pair 

of strands (Fig. 5d-e). Our simulations indicate that once formed, the overall structure of the switchback 

DNA is well tolerated by the repeat sequences, as indicated by only a marginally higher root mean square 

deviation (RMSD) throughout the simulations compared to the duplex (Fig. 5f). Next, we calculated the 

fluctuations of the nucleotides in the two structures. Higher fluctuation is suggestive of weaker 

interactions leading to local instability. We observed that the fluctuations of the two structures are higher 

on the terminal nucleotides, which is expected. However, switchback DNA shows consistently higher 

fluctuations compared to the duplex, which suggests localized regions where the structure is more likely 

to unfold compared to the duplex (Fig. 5g). Based on sequence analysis of repeat expansion diseases and 
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the MD simulations, we hypothesize that certain repeat sequences allow both switchback 

complementarity and conventional complementarity when the sequences contain di, tri, tetra and 

hexanucleotide repeat sequences (Fig. S19). In previous works, synthetic DNA motifs such as PX DNA have 

been implied to have biological relevance and structure-specific binding of proteins.40 Similarly, the 

switchback DNA structure could be a transient or intermediate structure in biological or disease processes. 

 

Conclusions 

In this work, we provide a detailed characterization of the structural and dynamic properties of switchback 

DNA. Our results show that while switchback DNA is stable, it requires higher Mg2+ levels compared to a 

conventional duplex, but within the range of most DNA motifs and nanostructures. By introducing 

mutations in the sequence, we show domain-dependent stability of the switchback DNA, information that 

is useful in higher-order nanostructure design. The structural preference of component strands to form 

either switchback DNA or conventional duplex could be used in controlling sub-populations within a 

mixture41 and in toehold-less strand displacement.42 This strategy works on the structure-specific affinity 

of a set of DNA strands (rather than the typical sequence-based affinity) and will allow for multiple 

displacement cascades as the displaced strand has a sequence distinct from the complement. Our 

observation that nuclease resistance levels vary for different structures and that thermal stability (or 

instability) does not always correspond to biostability is consistent with our earlier work with PX DNA.17 

Our study on small molecule binding provides insight into design-based loading of small molecules on 

DNA nanostructures, and these results that hold significance in studying the drug loading efficiencies of 

DNA nanostructure-based drug carriers. Our biological studies show that switchback DNA has a marginal 

effect on cell viability and induces lower immune response than a conventional duplex when selected 

markers were tested in the HeLa cell line. Specifically, switchback DNA exhibited significantly lower 

expression of CXCL-8 compared to duplex. CXCL-8 has been known to promote tumoral angiogenesis and 

reducing the adverse effects of CXCL-8 signaling may be beneficial in cancer treatment.43 These results 

could therefore help inform the design of DNA-based carriers and nanodevices that target the tumor 

microenvironment. Combined, these results provide important information for potential use of the 

switchback structure in biology and medicine. 

 

In addition to the assembly and characterization of switchback DNA, we suggest a biological relevance for 

the molecule. The sequence requirement for formation of the switchback DNA structure is satisfied by 

short tandem repeat sequences that are present widely in the eukaryotic genome and known to form 

alternate structures such as hairpins,33 G-quadruplexes,34 triplexes35 and minidumbbells.44 While G-

quadruplexes are found only in G-rich sequences34 and minidumbbells are seen in pyrimidine-rich repeat 

sequences,44 the switchback structure does not have such base composition requirements. Minidumbells44 

and foldback DNA intercoil45 that occur in nature require high concentrations of divalent ions to form, 
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indicating that the requirement of higher Mg2+ concentrations for switchback DNA does not reduce its 

biological relevance. Non-B DNA structures stabilized by Ca2+ also occur in dinucleotide (TG/AC)n repeats, 

which suggests the possible involvement of divalent ion-stabilized DNA secondary structures in various 

dynamic processes at the chromosomal level.46 While MD simulations show that repeat sequences can 

remain stable when folded into switchback form, it remains to be seen whether these sequences adopt 

the structure under physiological or pathological conditions. As an alternative DNA conformation that still 

uses the canonical Watson-Crick-Franklin hydrogen bonding, the switchback structure gains relevance 

because it allows the expansion of the scope of sequence complementarity. That is, for any given sequence 

it is possible to dictate a switchback complement sequence just as readily as the regular complementary 

sequence.  

 

In DNA nanotechnology, switchback DNA structure can be combined with sticky ends to create double-

crossover-like structures that are used in 3D assemblies.24 Larger constructs based on switchback DNA are 

possible but may require chemical functionalization (such as 3¢-3¢ or 5¢-5¢ linkages) to allow for strand 

connectivity since the two strands in the structure are parallel. The left-handedness of switchback DNA can 

be an advantage in some cases. In topological studies of catenanes and knots, structures constructed using 

conventional right-handed B-DNA duplexes have negative nodes,47 and require the use of left-handed Z-

DNA or L-DNA to produce a positive node. Incorporation of Z-DNA requires specific sequences and ionic 

conditions while L-DNA requires expensive chemical synthesis. In such cases, use of a switchback structure 

will provide a positive node due to its left-handedness. Further, switchback complementarity could be 

used to connect DNA motifs as an alternate for sticky ended cohesion, such as with bubble-bubble 

cohesion48 or paranemic cohesion.49 The requirement of Mg2+ to form stable switchback DNA could also be 

useful in ion-dependent assembly of DNA nanostructures, similar to DNA nanostructures constructed 

through loop-loop interactions at high Mg2+ concentrations.41 Overall, our study provides further 

understanding of the switchback DNA structure, with utility in nanotechnology to fold DNA into stable 

and functional structures, and biological relevance in repeat disorders combined with biostability and 

biological feasibility that allows its use in several different applications. 
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